Electronic Structure of Atoms: Bohr and Quantum Mechanics
The line spectrum of the hydrogen atom:
	an emission spectrum with only lines of certain frequencies (energies) present 

(Lyman series – UV energy; Balmer series – visible energy; Paschen series – IR energy)
	other elements also produce line spectra: each elements spectrum is unique


A  problem with the Rutherford atom:
	according to classical physics, a charged particle could not circulate in an orbit without corresponding acceleration and a radiation of energy; a continuous spectrum of radiant energy does not explain observed line spectrum; and suggest an unstable atom


Bohr’s Planetary Atom:
	the electrons around the nucleus are found in fixed circular energy orbits; while in these orbits, the electrons do not radiate or gain energy
	SPECIFIC AMOUNTS OF ENERGY are absorbed when electrons are excited and move to a higher energy level (atom in EXCITED STATE), or are emitted when electrons fall back to their original energy level (atoms in GROUND STATE)

ground state  is the lowest possible energy position for an atom (most stable here)
	Bohr’s model was good because it brought quantum into the atom, supported the periodic table, and explained hydrogen’s spectrum
	Bohr’s theory only applied to the hydrogen atom; what about multi-electron atoms?







New  Research:
	light appears to have a dualistic nature: wave nature (diffraction) and particle nature (photoelectric effect)
	De Broglie: all matter has wave properties (matter waves) as well as particle properties. The larger the mass, the less important the wave properties and since electrons are so small their wave properties are very important
	Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle: the exact position and momentum of an electron cannot both be known at the same simultaneously. Therefore, Bohr’s well defined circular orbits were not possible.


Quantum Mechanical  / Wave Mechanical Model:
	SCHRODINGER’S WAVE EQUATION determined the PROBABIITY of finding an electron in a SPECIFIC REGION OF SPACE called an ORBITAL
	each ORBITAL has a characteristic SHAPE and ENERGY
	SCHRODINGER’S WAVE EQUATION generate 4 QUANTUM NUMBERS describing the energy and probable location of an electron in a given atom
	PAULI’S EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE: each electron in an atom has a UNIQUE SET OF QUANTUM NUMERS – therefore, Pauli’s exclusion principle adds a 4th Quantum number to each electron
	HUND’S RULE: for a subshell, the lowest energy if attained when the number of electrons with the same spin is maximized (no pairing of electrons until necessary
	AUFBAU PRINCIPLE: electrons are placed into the orbitals by filling the lowest energy orbitals first. An energy sublevel must be filled before moving onto the next higher sublevel.


Quantum Mechanical Model: Electron Arrangement
Quantum Numbers
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